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"What is it that makes a

person a fantastic CRP?

There are things that

people have to have, like

presuming competence.

They have to have a

certain amount of

confidence, however

there are things beyond

that, that make them

really excel as a CRP. "

~ Ian Nordling
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I-ASC is an international organization, as such many of our community 

were unable to attend Motormorphosis in person. We are dedicated to 

communication access and ensuring our entire community is learning and growing. With

the goal of inclusivity in mind, we are launching an online Motormorphosis that shares

the recordings of the presentations that were presented at the in-person event. 

Motormorphosis Online is HERE!
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Quotes from
Motormorphosis!

The online conference will be available from now until December 6th, 2022. During this

window, people who register to participate can watch the presentations on demand.

Watch one presentation one day, two more the next day, and so on. Registration is only

$175 to get a chance to view presentations by Elizabeth Vosseller, the Spellers & Allies,

and hear from politicians on our Policy Panel. The Research panels have Vikram Jaswal,

Michelle Ballan, and a host of nonspeakers ready to share their insights. 

Click below to register today!



"Only nonspeakers can start

advocacy by making

ourselves visible. I think

people need to hear us and

see us spelling... I was

unable to show my

intelligence until I started

spelling. This method

should be available to all

nonspeakers regardless of

income." 

~Quincy Pfeiffer 
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VOTING 101
When it comes to voting, you ideally want to support a candidate who has

the same morals and ideals as you. Voting for specific candidates will not

be an overnight solution to the problems you see in legislation. Not only is

it important to vote in both local and federal elections, but it is equally

vital to advocate for yourself, your family, your friends, and your

community. Voting for a candidate you support means they will be more

likely to hear you out in your advocacy efforts if they win an election. 

Advocacy is extremely important for those who are nonspeaking,

minimally speaking, or unreliably speaking. There are many bills and

laws that don’t intentionally target those with disabilities. However,

because of long-standing prejudices, some legislators, as well as

society in general, are led to believe that nonspeakers, minimal

speakers, or unreliable speakers are not intelligent enough to vote or

even advocate for their needs. Society also believes that these

individuals are not capable of understanding legislation, which can

lead to someone trying to influence their opinions. Anyone who has

practiced or even witnessed an S2C session knows that is simply not

true. Nonspeakers, minimal speakers, or unreliable speakers deserve

to have a say and should be able to participate in the legislative

process. 

Click the link below to find information on Voting FAQs, how to write to

your legislature, how to find your legislature and current restrictive laws

that have a negative impact on disability voting rights in the United States.

Jenn attended Virginia Commonwealth University, where she got her

Bachelor of Social Work (BSW). During her undergrad, she worked with the

disability community, HUD-subsidized housing communities, and non-

profit work for those with mental illnesses. After being exposed to the

inequalities, injustices, and unjust barriers that those individuals faced, she

went on to get her Master of  Social Work(M.S.W.) 



"Give yourself a

little compassion.

Your sensory

experiences are

valid. Knowing your

sensory profile

gives you

permission to

reclaim your

sensory threshhold

and your

preference for

strategies. " 

~Sarah Hernandez

~Elizabeth Vosseller

SANIBONANI, SOUTH AFRICA!

SANIBONANI (Sahn-ni-bow-na-nee) is ZULU for hello when greeting many

people. Zulu is one of the 12 official languages of SOUTH AFRICA. Your old

pal EV (nickname for ELIZABETH VOSSELLER) is heading to South Africa,

September 10th - 28th, for community building and S2C PRACTITIONERS IN

TRAINING (PITs) internship OUTREACH. When people go through the I-ASC

(International Association for Spelling as Communication) Practitioner

Training, they must complete a 5-day internship. Since South Africa is so far

away from our internship sites in the UNITED STATES (US), we are bringing

the internships to South Africa. The interns will work with many

nonspeaking people in 4 locations across South Africa. While in South

Africa, we will take some time for COMMUNITY building too.

Aboriginal art depicts the CULTURAL PRACTICES, myths and TRADITIONAL

stories they call the DREAMING, which include all those natural features of

the landscape we mentioned. Sometimes these features are INDICATED

through SYMBOLS. These are a few of the SYMBOLIC meanings behind the

natural desert colours found in traditional Aboriginal art: white is the spirit

colour; black is the colour of night and represents the Aboriginal people;

red is the colour of the land or of blood; yellow is the colour of the sun and

sacred. 

Check out other travel lessons with EV!
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"The

Vocational

Rehab should

not rely on IQ

tests to

evaluate us for

competent

employment."

~Divyesh Jain
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SPELLERS & ALLIES UPDATES

Spellers & Allies

Advocacy Network

is pleased to

introduce a series

dedicated to Myth

Busting! There are

many widely held

beliefs about

nonspeakers that

are totally false.

Join the Spellers

& Allies webinar

to learn the

 truth about

nonspeakers!



"Accuracy, speed,

timing, and visual

fixation patterns

suggest that

participants were

looking and

pointing at letters

they selected

themselves. In

short, they showed

communicative

agency."

~Vikram Jaswal 
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UPCOMING EVENTS

SpellX registration is live!
Click below to register

now for the Speller Event
of the season! 


